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Cell components and dimensions

Electrical cabinet components and dimensions

Technical specifications

ELOXIRAS® ELOXrc15 electrochemical

cell (APRIA Systems, S.L.). Main parts:

Body.

Flange connections.

Current feeder blades.

Electrodic package (not visible).

Electrical control cabinet, including:

Power switch.

HMI panel with PLC.

EMERGENCY STOP button.

RESET button.

Integrated power source (not visible).

ELOXIRAS® ELOXrc15 cell

General information
The information in this user guide has been carefully

checked and is believed to be accurate. However,

APRIA Systems, S.L. assumes no responsibility for any

inaccuracies that may be contained in this manual. In

no event will APRIA Systems, S.L. be liable for direct,

indirect, special, incidental or consequential damages

resulting from any defect or omission in this manual,

even if advised of the possibility of such damages. In

the interest of continued product development, APRIA

Systems, S.L. reserves the right to make improvements

in this manual and the products it describes at any

time, without notice or obligation.

Please read this entire user guide before unpacking,

setting up, operating and/or manipulating the system.

Make sure that the protection provided by this

system is not impaired. Do not use or install this

equipment in any manner other than that specified in

this user guide.

AIM OF THE SYSTEM: This system is intended for the

treatment of sea water for lobster farming in the

aquaculture sector.

Safety information
WARNING

The ELOXIRAS® ELOXrc15 cell uses electricity. Do not touch the current

feeders and do not manipulate the cell in any manner while electricity is

supplied to the system (whether the treatment is either on or off).

Otherwise, it may lead to electric shock with consequent risk of serious

personal injury or death.

The ELOXIRAS® ELOXrc15 cell should preferably be sited in a safe, fully

open-air position. Alternatively, it may be located in a building open on 3

sides, constructed with a lightweight pitched or ridged well-ventilated

roof, and separated from the associated electricity supply equipment by

an impermeablebarrierwall, except for thebusbar connections to the cell.

Where an open-sided building is not practicable, adequate provision

should be made for natural ventilation. This objective may generally be

achieved by incorporating well-dispersed free openings into the housing,

equivalent to at least 25% of the total wall area. If louvered panels are

used, they should be permanently open. Where it is not reasonably

practicable to provide adequate natural ventilation, a suitable system of

mechanical ventilation should be provided to ensure dilution of the

maximum foreseeable release ofhydrogen to below 25%LEL.

Do not smoke or procedure sparks or flame near the ELOXrc15 cell.

Signaling the risk (fire and/or explosion). Fire protection equipment shall

beavailable.

Theelectrical cabinet shouldwherever reasonably practicablebe sited in a

non-hazardous area.

Donotmanipulate thewiringnor theelectrical connections in anymanner

other than the specified in the present user guide. Otherwise, it may lead

to electric shock with consequent risk of serious personal injury or death.

Check the equipment grounding by an electrician. Maintenance

operations, handling and repair must be supervised by qualified

personnel. Do not use electrical appliances with wet hands. Avoid

splashing on rectifier and/or cell. Defective wiremust be replaced due to

the lack of insulation and avoid insulation tape.

CAUTION

Take full precautions and use appropriate personal protective equipment

(e.g., googles, gloves, protective apparel, etc.) at all times when operating

the system.

Do not turn the electrochemical treatment on if the cell is not filled with

water and aconstant flowrate is circulating through the cell.

Check frequently the level of TAN and Total Chlorine at the cell outlet to

make sure that the electrochemical treatment is working properly and

fulfilling its purpose.

APRIA Systems, S.L. takes no responsibility of the damages to the system

nor the farmed animals that may be caused because of the unfulfillment

of this requirements.
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Elements supplied
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Cell Flowrate 0 to 10 m3/h (0 to 44 gpm)

Cell Amperage 0 to 25 A (recommended)

(max. amperage: 42 A)

Cell Pressure Maximum recommended 2,5 barg

Cell Temperature 5 to 30 ºC (41 to 86 ºF)

Energy 
Consumption 

Details

Maximum amperage 20 A

Voltage 110 V (single-phase)

Frequency 60 Hz
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Installation

Please follow the instructions above to properly install the

ELOXIRAS® ELOXrc15 electrochemical cell:
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System start-up

Once the installation and the power supply are ready:

1. If required, turn on the system by setting the power switch -e-, to I position. As a result,

the HMI panel will light up. In addition, if the emergency stop of the system is active

(i.e., the EMERGENCY STOP button -g- is pushed), the RESET button -h- will light up as

well in white color. All the above indicates that the power supply is functioning

properly, and the plant is ready for service.

2. If required, deactivate the emergency stop of the system. To do so, pull the

EMERGENCY STOP button -g- while spinning it clockwise.

3. Push the RESET button -h- (whether is lighted up or not) to reset the plant.

Optimal performance requirements

Pre-treatment

For an optimal performance, the rearing water must be

conditioned through some pre-treatment steps before

entering the ELOXIRAS® ELOXrc15 cell. Please find below

the recommended pre-treatment steps, presented in

their recommended sequence.

Post-treatment

For an optimal performance, the treated water must be

conditioned through some post-treatment steps before

returning to the rearing tank/s. Please find below the

recommended post-treatment steps, presented in their

recommended sequence.

,
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1 Oils and fats removal DAF system or similar

2 Protein and fine solids removal Protein skimmer

3

Solids removal
A two-staged filtration step is recommended.

At least the particles larger than 10 μm

should be removed.

Drum filter

+
Fiber glass filter

Pre-treatment Step Recommended equipmentOrder

1 Activated carbon filtration

Linear velocity

15 m/h
(0.01 ft/s)

AC height

1.2 m
(3.94 ft)

AC type

GAC
(Granulated activated carbon)

Coconut husk with low metal 

content or similar

2 Active degasification 
Air:water ratio

10:1

Post-treatment Step RecommendationsOrder

Orientation The cell must be installed in horizontal position (water

may flow either from left to right or from right to left).

Piping To avoid undesired turbulence, it is necessary to install

straight pipes both at the cell inlet and outlet. The internal

diameter of these pipes must be in accordance with that

of the flange connections of the cell. In addition, the pipes

should be, as much as possible, free of fittings (elbows,

reducers, etc.).

Rectifier
connection

Do not conduct this task if the power supply has not
been previously removed from the system. Thread the

two insulated ring cable lugs (black cables that come

from the bottom of the electrical cabinet) each to an

electrode current feeder -c- . For safety reasons, cover

the connections with a suitable insulation.

Valving It is advised to install valves both at the cell inlet and

outlet. These valves may be used to allow/avoid the

flow through the cell and to modify the flow to

perform the chemical cleaning protocol. Anyway,

these valves must always be opened progressively to

prevent water hammering.

Chemical 
cleaning

If the chemical cleaning is preferred, a dedicated system

is advised, which shall include a cleaning tank and a

dedicated pump. The cleaning solution shall be

recirculated through the cell (see further details in

Chemical Cleaning Protocol section on page 4). Once this

operation is finished, the chemical solution used must be

conducted to a proper discharge point prior to return to

normal operation.

Flow
meas.

It is advised to install a flow meter at the inlet of the cell

to detect and/or control the flowrate.

Connection of external devices

DANGER

Electrocution hazard. Only qualified personnel should conduct the tasks described in

this section of the user guide. Take full precautions when manipulating the electrical

components that are devised for the connection of external devices and do it

precisely as described below. Do not manipulate any other electrical component or

connection nor the wiring. Connect equipment in accordance with national, state

and local electrical codes. If the safety instructions provided are not followed, it may

lead to electric shock with consequent risk of serious personal injury or death.

The system is equipped with three terminals for the connection of up to three (one

each) external devices (e.g., pressure switches, flowmeters, etc.) for the control of

external variables through the PLC. To carry out the connection of one or more of

these devices, proceed as follows:

1. Make sure that no power is supplied to the system. In addition, set the power switch e-

to O position and, if possible, remove the power cable from any power source.

2. Only when step 1 is completed, open the door of the electrical cabinet using the key

that is supplied with it.

3. On the right bottom of the inner electrical compartment, you can find a terminal block

with three bridge circuits (1, 2 and 3; connector plugs: 7, 8, 9, 10, 11 and 12) prepared for

three volt-free N/C (normally closed) contacts, for the connection of one external

device each. For further information in this regard, see page 9 of the electric circuit

scheme. Introduce the powerless wires of an external device through one of the three

available cable glands at the bottom of the electrical cabinet and insert them into one

of the connection bridges. If required, repeat the same procedure to connect up to

two additional devices.

4. Once finished, close the door of the electrical cabinet using the key that is supplied with it.

Elements of the HMI panel

F4 function key

Selection of anodic electrode polarity

F3 function key

Selection of cathodic electrode polarity

F1 function key

Turn on the cell (Start)

F2 function key

Turn off the cell (Stop)

Navigation keys

• Screen shift

• Navigation within a 

screen

ESC key

• Once: Exit/Cancel

• Hold down: Access to 

value edition

ENTER key

Confirm edition

Display

Scroll options

Power supply

WARNING

Make sure that the electrical outlet presents the same voltage and frequency as the system.

1. If the system has not been used for the first time yet, and if required, open the

electrical cabinet and connect terminals 3, 4 and 5 to the power cable according

supplied electrical drawing.

2. Make sure that the power switch -e- is et to O position, this is essential to prevent the

system from start functioning right after the power cable is connected to the mains outlet.

3. As appropriate, plug the AC connector of the power cable into the mains outlet (110 V;

60 Hz) or connect the powerless power cable to any other power source (110 V; 60 Hz).
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Once the system star-up has been performed:

1. Use ▲ or ▼ to go to SETTING RECTIFIER screen -A- .

2. Press and hold down ESC until the Current number filed starts blinking in a dark fill colour.

3. If you whish to adjust the amperage set point value (see Annex A), press ENTER to

activate the edition of the field Current (the decimal mark disappears, but the digit

positions remain the same). On the contrary, if you whish to adjust the maximum

permissible amperage value, press ▼ and continue from step 8 onwards. Otherwise,

to deselect any entry field and exit the edition, press ESC and go to step 17.

4. Use◄ and ► to move towards the digit to be modified.

5. Adjust the value of the selected digit using ▲ and ▼.

6. Repeat steps 4-5 until the full desired amperage set point value has been introduced.

7. Press ENTER to accept and save changes. If you whish to continue adjusting the

maximum permissible amperage value, press ▼ to go to C. limit field. On the contrary,

if you whish to adjust the maximum permissible voltage value, press ▼ and continue

from step 12 onwards. Otherwise, to deselect any entry field and exit the edition,

press ESC and go to step 17.

8. Use◄ and ► to move towards the digit to be modified.

9. Adjust the value of the selected digit using ▲ and ▼.

10.Repeatsteps8-9 until the full desired max. permissibleamperagevaluehas been introduced.

11. Press ENTER to accept and save changes. If you whish to continue adjusting the

maximum permissible voltage value, press ▼ to go to V. limit field (the decimal mark

disappears, but the digit positions remain the same). Otherwise, to deselect any entry

field and exit the edition, press ESC and go to step 17.

12.Use◄ and ► to move towards the digit to be modified.

13.Adjust the value of the selected digit using ▲ and ▼.

14. Repeatsteps 12-13 until the full desired max.permissiblevoltagevaluehas been introduced.

15.Press ENTER to accept and save changes.

16.Press ESC to deselect any entry field and exit the edition.

17.Use ▲ or ▼ to go to POLARITY REVERSAL screen -B- .

NOTE

APRIA Systems, S.L. recommends that the value of C. limit field is at least 1 A

greater than that of Current field to avoid the activation of the Current warning in

the unlikely event of brief low amperage peaks.

18. In POLARITY REVERSAL screen -B- , press simultaneously ESC key and:

a.◄ key to enable the automatic polarity reversal cleaning protocol. Then press▼ once to

go to AUTOMATIC PR screen -C- . Continue from step 19 onwards.

b.► key to disable any polarity reversal cleaning protocol that may be active and operate

―keep in mind that if you choose not to apply the polarity reversal cleaning protocol, a

chemical cleaning protocol should be implemented instead―. Then press▼ three times

to go to READING VALUES screen -E- . Continue from step 28 onwards.

c. ▲ key to enable the manual polarity reversal cleaning protocol. Then press F3 function

key or F4 function key to activate the anodic or the cathodic electrode polarity,

respectively. The Anodic and Cathodic fields on MANUAL PR screen -D- will display

ON or OFF, accordingly. Next, press ▼ twice to go to MANUAL PR screen -D- . Continue

from step 26 onwards.

19. In AUTOMATIC PR screen -C- , if the automatic polarity

reversal cleaning protocol has been enabled, check the

value of the Setting time field.

20.If you whish to adjust that value (the frequency at

which the automatic polarity reversal will take place),

press and hold down ESC until the Setting time number

field starts blinking in a dark fill colour. Then, press ENTER
to activate the edition. Otherwise, to deselect any entry

field and exit the edition, press ESC and go to step 25.

21.Use◄ and► to move towards the digit to be modified.

22.Adjust the value of the selected digit using ▲ and ▼.

23.Repeat steps 22-23 until the full desired frequency

has been introduced.

24.Press ENTER to accept and save changes.

25.Press ▼ twice to go to READING VALUES screen -E- .

26.In MANUAL PR screen -D-, if the manual polarity

reversal cleaning protocol has been enabled, check

the electrode polarity selected. If required, and only

when the rectifier output is off, you can change the

polarity selected by pressing F3 function key or F4
function key to activate the anodic or the cathodic

electrode polarity, respectively. The Anodic and Cathodic
fields will display ON or OFF, accordingly.

27.Press ▼ once to go to READING VALUES screen -E- .

28.Press F1 function key to activate the rectifier and, thus,

turn on the electrochemical treatment. The values of

the different fields on READING VALUES screen -E- ,

will change accordingly to the different set points and

options selected. Check these values to ensure that

the system is working properly. In addition, the state of

the field Rectifier (on those windows where it is displayed)

will change from OFF to ON. Check this as well.

29.To stop operation, press F2 function key at any time.

System operation

Here you can find two entry fields, namely:

• Current. It allows to establish an amperage set point (A).

• C. limit. It allows to establish the maximum permissible amperage

(A); value at which the amperage alarm is (de)activated.

• V. limit. It allows to establish the maximum permissible voltage

(V); value at which the voltage alarm is (de)activated.

You can also find two read-only fields, namely:

• Start: F1 Stop:F2. It gives instructions on how to activate the rectifier.

• Rectifier. It displays the state of the rectifier. Two states are

possible: ON (active) and OFF (inactive, though ready).

Here you can find four read-only fields, namely:

• Automatic PR: (Esc ◄). It gives instructions on how to enable an

automatic polarity reversal cleaning protocol.

• No PR: (Esc ►). It gives instructions on how to disable any king of

polarity reversal cleaning protocol (either automatic or manual).

• Manual PR: (Esc ▲). It gives instructions on how to enable a

manual polarity reversal cleaning protocol.

• Anodic (F3) Catho. (F4). It gives instructions on how to select the

anodic/cathodic electrode polarity when the manual polarity

reversal cleaning protocol has been enabled.

There you can find two entry fields,

namely:

• Setting time. It allows to establish the

frequency for the automatic polarity

reversal (h = hours, m = minutes).

You can also find two read-only fields,

namely:

• Remaining time. It displays the time remaining before the next

polarity reversal (h = hours, m = minutes).

• Rectifier. It displays the state of the rectifier. Two states are

possible: ON and OFF.

Here you can find two read-only fields

that display the electrode polarity to be

implemented whenever the manual

polarity reversal cleaning protocol is

enable. These fields are:

• Anodic. Two states are possible: ON
(selected) and OFF (not selected).

• Cathodic. Two states are possible: ON
(selected) and OFF (not selected).

Here you can find five read-only fields,

namely:

• Voltage. It displays the actual voltage

(V) in the electrochemical cell.

• Current. It displays the actual

amperage (A) in the electrochem. cell.

• Auto PR. It shows if the automatic polarity reversal cleaning

protocol has been selected. Two states are possible: ON (selected)

and OFF (not selected).

• Manual PR. It shows if the manual polarity reversal cleaning

protocol has been selected. Two states are possible: ON (selected)

and OFF (not selected).

• No PR. It shows if polarity reversal has been selected as cleaning

method. Two states are possible: ON (no polarity reversal cleaning

protocol has been selected) and OFF (a polarity reversal cleaning

protocol has been selected, either the automatic or the manual).

A
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C

D

E
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System shutdown

1. Press F2 function key to stop the electrochemical

treatment.

2. Turn off the system by setting the power switch -e-

to O position.

3. Unplug the AC connector of the power cable from

the mains outlet.

Maintenance

NOTE

The maintenance recommendations described below are

for guidance only. The user should adapt these

procedures to their needs.

The ELOXIRAS® ELOXrc15 electrochemical cell must be

cleaned frequently in order to preserve the treatment

efficiency and the proper functioning of the cell. There are

two different cleaning protocols that may be implemented for

this purpose. These cleaning protocols are described below.

Polarity reversal cleaning protocol

CAUTION

Polarity reversal may reduce the expected lifetime of the

electrodes. For this reason, chemical cleaning is much

preferable than polarity reversal as cleaning method.

To perform the polarity reversal cleaning protocol, follow

the instructions provided in section System operation on

page 3, from step 17 onwards. Please find below the

recommended polarity reversal cleaning conditions.

Chemical cleaning protocol

To perform the chemical cleaning, proceed as follows:

1. If the electrochemical treatment is on, press F2 function

key to stop it.

2. Configure the hydraulic circuit as required to perform

the chemical cleaning. In order to do that, keep in mind

that: (i) the flow of rearing water through the cell must be

stopped, and (ii) the cleaning solution needs to be

recirculated to the cell. At this point, it is essential that

you make sure that, for the chemical cleaning, the cell

outlet stream (containing the cleaning solution) cannot

return the culture tank/s.

3. Flow the cleaning solution (diluted acid) into the cell and

recirculate it for a certain period of time.

4. Once finished, rinse the cell with water.

Please find below the recommended chemical cleaning

conditions.

ELOXIRAS® ELOXrc15 cell
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Cleaning solution Diluted HCl (pH = 2)

Frequency Once a day

Variable Recommendation

Cleaning flow rate 10 m3/h (44 US gpm)

Recirculation time 2 hours

Variable Recommendation

Alarms

There are two type of alarms: (i) warnings (screens blinking in orange), which do not imply

the stop of the system, and (ii) failures (screens blinking in red), which do imply the stop of

the system.

WARNINGS
Use ▲ or ▼ to go to WARNINGS screen -F- . There you will find two possible warning

alarms:

To deactivate these warning alarms, proceed as follows:

1. (Only for Current alarm) Press F2 function key to stop operation.

2. Edit the corresponding set point cause of the alarm: (i) for Current alarm, the amperage

set point, to be below 42 A, or (ii) for Voltage alarm, the maximum permissible voltage

value, to be below 30 V. To do that, follow the instructions described in Section System

operation. The screens will cease blinking in orange and Current and/or Voltage fields

(correspondingly) in WARNINGS screen -F- will turn into OFF.

3. (Only for Current alarm) Press F1 function key to restart operation.

Frequency
(for water with high hardness levels)

Once per hour

1
Current
(ON: Active;

OFF: Inactive)

This warning alarm is activated if, while the electrochemical

treatment is on, the amperage set point (Current field in SETTING
RECTIFIER screen) is set to a value above the max. value allowed

by the system (42 A) ―do not misunderstand this value with the

max. amperage value allowed by the user, set as C. limit in

SETTING RECTIFIER screen―. If that happens, the user is notified

by the activation of a visual indication by which every screen starts

blinking in orange. In addition, in the WARNINGS screen, the status

of the Current field will turn into ON.

2
Voltage
(ON: Active;

OFF: Inactive)

This warning alarm is activated if the max. permissible voltage is

set to a value above the max. voltage value allowed by the system

(30 V). If that happens, the user is notified by the activation of a

visual indication by which every screen starts blinking in orange. In

addition, in the WARNINGS screen, the status of the Voltage field

will turn into ON.

Here you can find two read-
only fields, namely:

• Current. It displays the state

of warning due to amperage.

• Voltage. It displays the state

of warning due to voltage.

F
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CAUTION

The chemical cleaning implies the manipulation of acid solutions, which can

damage the skin and eyes quickly under direct contact.

An improper handling of these acid solutions can cause serious personal and

material damages. For that reason, prior to perform the chemical cleaning protocol,

read carefully the MSDS (Material Safety Data Sheet) of the chemicals to be used,

take full precautions, and use appropriate personal protective equipment (e.g.,

googles, gloves, protective apparel, etc.) at all times.

NOTE

The optimal conditions for both the polarity reversal and the chemical cleaning

protocols will depend on the water composition and the nominal operation amperage.
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Alarms

FAULTS
Use ▲ or ▼ to go to FAULTS screen -G- . There you will find three possible failure alarms:

When the cause that activated the alarm is reversed, the system does not turn on

automatically; to deactivate the alarm and restart operation, proceed as follows:

1. (Only for Emerg. Stop alarm) Deactivate the emergency stop of the system. To do so,

pull the EMRGENCY STOP button -g- while spinning it counterclockwise.

2. Push the RESET button -h- to reset the failure alarm. The screens will cease blinking in

red and C. exceeded, Emerg. Stop and/or External condition fields (correspondingly) in

FAULTS screen -G- will turn into OFF.

3. Press the F1 function key to turn the treatment back on.

1
C. Exceeded
(ON: Active;

OFF: Inactive)

This failure alarm is activated if, while the electrochemical treatment

is on, the actual amperage increases above the max. permissible

amperage value (defined by the use through the C. limit field in

SETTING RECTIFIER screen). If that happens, the user is notified by

the activation of a visual indication by which every screen starts

blinking in red. In addition, in FAULTS screen, the status of the field

C. exceeded will turn into ON. For safety reasons, the Stop order is

executed automatically, turning off the treatment, to prevent any

damage to the system. The alarm remains active up until the

amperage is lower than the max. permissible amperage value and

the alarm is deactivated manually.

2
Emerg. Stop
(ON: Active;

OFF: Inactive)

This failure alarm is activated when the emergency stop of the

system is activated by pushing the EMERGENCY STOP button. In

that event, the Stop order is executed automatically, turning off the

treatment. In addition, the RESET button starts blinking in white, the

user is notified by the activation of a visual indication by which

every screen starts blinking in red, and in FAULTS screen, the

status of the field C. exceeded will turn into ON. The alarm

remains active up until the emergency stop is deactivated and the

alarm is deactivated manually.

3

External
Condition
(ON: Active;

OFF: Inactive)

This failure alarm is activated when one of the external devices

connected to the system through the electrical cabinet

experiment any failure that causes the electrical circuit of the

system to end up open. In that event, the Stop order is executed

automatically, turning off the treatment. In addition, the user is

notified by the activation of a visual indication by which every
screen starts blinking in red, and in FAULTS screen, the status of

the field External condition will turn into ON. The alarm remains

active up until the failure is solved and the alarm is deactivated

manually

Here you can find three read-only
fields, namely:

• C. exceeded. It displays the

state of failure due to amperage.

• Emerg. Stop. It displays the state of

failure due to an emergency stop.

• External condition. It displays the

state of failure due to an external

device connected to the system.

ANNEXS

A. Treatment intensity
Naturally, the overall TAN removal in the rearing water

is dependent on:

(i) The culture conditions ―such as biomass density,

feeding, temperature, etc.―, which determine the

generation rates of solids, organic matter,

nitrogenous substances, etc. in the culture tank/s

due to the metabolic activity of the farmed animals

and, thus, the TAN production rate.

(ii)The operating conditions of the treatment ―such as

amperage supplied to the electrochemical cell,

water treatment flowrate, temperature, etc.―, that

determines the TAN removal rate.

For all the above, for a given culture cycle, the

treatment intensity of the ELOXIRAS® ELOXrc15

electrochemical cell needs to be adjusted according

to those conditions, and depending on the amount of

TAN to be removed by pass per cell.

As reference, based on the tests conducted by APRIA

Systems, S.L., using water with 35 PSU of salinity at

15ºC, the dependency relationship between amperage

set point and removed TAN for the ELOXIRAS®

ELOXrc15 cell is as follows:

NOTE

The use of the ELOXIRAS® ELOXrc15 electrochemical

cell has been tested by APRIA Systems, S.L. ―see

Certificateof compliance inAnnexB―.
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ANNEXS
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ANNEXS

B. Certificate of compliance (Cont.)
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We, APRIA Systems, S.L. declare under our sole responsibility that the product ELOXIRAS® ELOXrc15

electrochemical cell, to which this declaration relates, are in conformity with these Council Directives on the

approximation of the laws of the EC member states:

• Machinery Directive (2006/42/EC) .

• Low voltage directive (2014/35/EU). Apply to electrical equipment designed for use with a voltage

rating of between 50 and 1000V for alternating current and between 75 and 1500V for direct

current.

• Electromagnetic Compatibility (EMC) Directive (2014/30/EU).

Standards used:

EN ISO 12100:21010 Safety of machinery. General principles for design. Risk assessment and risk reduction.

EN 894-1:1997+A1:2008 Safety of machinery. Ergonomics requirements for the design of displays and control

actuators. Part 1: General principles for human interactions with displays and control actuators.

EN 1037:1995+A1:2008 Safety of machinery. Prevention of unexpected start-up.

EN ISO 4413:2010 Hydraulic fluid power. General rules and safety requirements for systems and their

components.

EN ISO 4871:2009 Acoustics. Declaration and verification of noise emission values of machinery and

equipment.

EN ISO 13732-1:2008 Ergonomics of the thermal environment: Methods for the assessment of human

responses to contact with surfaces. Part 1: Hot surfaces.

EN ISO 13850:2015 Safety of machinery. Emergency stop function. Principles for design.

EN ISO 14120:2015 Safety of machinery. Guards. General requirements for the design and construction of fixed

and movable guards.

EN ISO 14159:2008 Safety of machinery. Hygiene requirements for the design of machinery.

This EC declaration of conformity is only valid when published as part of the ELOXIRAS® ELOXrc15

electrochemical cell user guide.

Guarnizo, 13th December 2021.
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